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The Presidential Election of 1920. 
In 1920, the United Sta.tes had ma.ny difficult 
problems of readjustment from the World War to solve~ 
Of all the belligerant countries, this nation was most 
f ortunately situated - for her territory had not been over-
- ' 
run by hostile armies, her factories a.nd stores were intact, 
her stook .of young men was not wholly d~pieted as was the 
case in France, .:or ~Belgium, and the monetary resources were 
the greatest in the world~ for thia one nation was the oredi-
tor of all the world~ In spite o.f these advantages the 
transition from the state o! war to th.e standing of peace was 
seTere, and a cause of dissatisfaction among all classes~ 
True in the preceding year of 1919, there had been a wild orgy 
of spending, the •silk shirt period·~ a time when no one seemed 
to count the cost of the most insignificant trifle~ In 1920, 
however, the closing of factories, some due to the cancellation 
of contracts for supplying the government with war materials, 
others because of lack of orders from the retailers, the dis-
charge of soldiers and sailors from the service, and a groWing 
lack of employment, started a lessened demand for goods, and 
also what was called the •buyers' boycott• which grew with the 
passing months~ A general uneasiness was abroad, and the care-
ful man thought well before he Tentured his money on any project. 
This uneasiness was increased by the sudden collapse 
of President Wilson at the White aquae a.fter his September tour 
of the country in behalf of the League of Nations. In this 
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critical time, the country lacked a real leader - RooseTelt 
had died - Wilson was under the care of his physicians - and 
among his administration associates there was no one of the 
calibre to guide the destinies of the nation~ It is one of 
the defects of the American Constitution that it does not pro-
vide for the illness as well as the death of the Chief EXecutive~ 
During the interval, Secretary of State Lansing, beginning Oc-
tober 1~, bad ca~led informal conferences of the members of the 
Cabinet; believing such a step necessary for the transaction of 
the government affairs, and that he had the approval of the 
President and the Constitution~ In February 1920, Wilson was 
able to resume the duties of his office, but the old fire and 
strength were missing at a time when he sorely needed them to 
ward off the attacks of his opponents in not only the Republican 
Party, but in the Democratic Party as well~ Lansing, ho11feTer, 
was dismissed for his presumption in summoning the Cabinet 
sessions. The impression created by this incident, w carefully 
fostered by the opposing leaders, was that Wilson was an auto-
crat trying to interpret the Constitution in a new way, inimical 
to the interests of the American people. 
One of the great causes of Wilson's collapse was the 
constant, bitter opposition of both Houses of Congress since the 
election of 1918~ In that year, the House of Representatives 
. . 
was overwhelmingly Republican; the Republicans in the Senate, by 
clos~ly keeping together~ could command a majority, but at any 
. .. 
rate since a two-thirds vote was necessary for a treaty, a deter-
mined minority could easily block the foreign policy of Wilson~ 
Under the leadership of a few Senators - William E. Borah, 
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Frank Brandegee, Hiram Johnson, Robert 11. La Follette, Philander 
c. box, Henry o. Lodge, George Moses and JUles Poindexter - the 
discussion on the Peace Treaty was kept up without a final ra.ti~ 
ficiation or rejection. The Republicans were proud of the stand 
they had taken, and of" the reoonstruotiTe work of the Oongresa. 
The Hew .York Times, June 6, 1920, in an editorial-called •the 
record of the 66th Congress the most diaoredi table in the country' a 
I history~ • 
During the war, labor was able to haTe ita demands 
listened to, and to a certain extent, granted~ The enormous 
need for labor, skilled and unskilled~ made for increased wages, 
better eonditiona of work, hours~ fuller recognition of the unions 
with their enlarged membership, and also for the admission of 
- . 
women in large numbers into the factories~ The high wages whioh 
labor received, were more than offset by the rapidly rising oost 
' -
of liTing. Prices of the staples went up to double what they 
had been before the war, and in 1920 there was but alight eTidenoe 
of a drop in prices~ The salaried classes of teachersl olerks, 
managers, ordinary goTernment employees suffered most from the 
war conditions. Many of them went into the factories and ship-
yards drawn by the higher pay; while the rest •HooTer ized• their 
food and clothing budget so that both ends might meet, and still 
haTe a little left over to subscribe for the Liberty Bonds~ The 
high prices were due mainly to the inflation of the ourrenoy, 
scarcity of materials, with a great amoUnt of speculation, the 
high wages which labor demanded, and the e:i:traTaganoe of many who 
I K. Y. Times June 6, 1920. 
spent what they should have saved~ 
The railroad employees in 1920 were discontented 
. ' because of the uncertainty of the ownership of the railroads~ 
The government claims for war time oontrol were over, but the 
conditions of return to priYate ownership were not yet settled. 
The radical railroad employees advoca~ed the Plumb plan in 
which the workmen would be represented on the management of the 
lines. A few wanted government control to continue. However, 
under the Esoh-Oummins Aot, the roads were given baok to their 
private airners on March l~ 1920, with provisions for increased 
powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and a Railway 
·tabor Board to settle the disputes over wages~ This Aot did 
not meet with the approval of either the ownera or the em-
ployees, ·and only served to increase. the dissatisfaction. 
The effects of the steel strike of September, 1919, 
and the coal strike of November 1919 were still rankling in the 
. . 
minds of the union men. Public opinion was not distinctly in 
favor of the strike although the men bad just grievances, es• 
peoially .in the steel industry where the •tWelve-hour shift• 
was still the rule~ The public, in spite of a sympathy far the 
strikers, was opposed to the radical leaders with their ideas of 
socialization of industry~ There is a third strike which is of 
importance in the 1920 campaign.- namely, the Boston Police Strike 
of September 1919, which raised the queation ~ should •public of-
ficials charged with the duty of impartially enforcing law and order• 1 
I Report of Jlayor's Committee City of Boston Document #108 1919 
affiliate with an outside body which represented only a portion 
of the publie, to the possible detriment of the public? The 
police joined with the American Federation of Labor, and went 
on strike in spite of the work of the Kayor and a committee of 
citizens to adjust the causes of the strike~ Governor Calvin 
Coolidge of Jlassaehusetts took the position that the police did 
not have the right to strike, and allowed the State Guard to be 
used to put down the disturbance caused by the policemen and 
rioters~ Public opinion was so much against the strike, that 
. . 
Coolidge running on the platform of •law and order• was reelected 
by larger pluralities than before and in consequence of the 
publicity of the strike was made known to the nation, and groomed 
as a possible candidate for President. 
Beside the regularly organized strikes, there were 
many so-called •outlaw• strikes, which ~re carried on without 
the approval of the union leaders~ These strikes curtailed 
production, lowered efficiency ot labor, encouraged the discon-
tented feelings of other groups of labor, and added to the general 
·,·': .. ·· 
uneasiness of the country~ 
Beneath all the strikes, and the clamor fo~ government 
control, ran a strong current of Radicalism which was strengthened 
by the Soviet Revolution in Russia~ The "Red• movement was not, 
however, entirely confined to the .laboring classes- many claimed 
the colleges were a "hot-bed of bolshevism• ·, the conservatives 
bewailed the preTalenoe of •parlor bolaheviki8 in the ranks oi 
high sooiety~ Under the leadership of Attorney-General Palmer, 
the movements and speeohea of suspected radioals were watohed for 
any signa of sedition to the government. Aa a result of the 
5 
oaretul oheok on the •Reds•, the transport •Buford• sailed in 
. . 
December 1919, for Soviet Russia with a cargo of aliena who 
were believed to be dangerous to the safety of the nation~ 
From the Wide publicity of the •Buford• incident, Kr. Palmer 
thought his chances for the Presidency increased~ 
The temper of the legislative department of the 
government was quite as reactionary as that of the exeoutiTe 
de par tmen t ~ The House of Representatives retused to allow 
Victor Berger, a Socialist member from Milwaukee, to take his 
seat, although his constituency returned him with increasing 
majorities after each election~ The same situation occurred 
. . 
when the Hew York Assembly retused to admit five Socialist 
members on the grounds that the beliefs of their party pre-
vented them from being loyal to the government~! 
Dn the year 1920, the Eighteenth and Rineteenth 
Amendments to the Constitution went into effect - the first 
providing for the prohibition of alcoholic liquors, and the 
second extending the right of suffrage to all women over 
twenty-one. Prohibition brought some of the greatest changes 
in the eTe-ryday life Of the nation - the Widest application Of 
sumptuary legislation that has ever been tried~ '!'he final · 
. . 
ratification of the woman suffrage amendment was not completed 
.. . 
until the campaign for President was well under way~ The fact 
that there would be a high increase ·in the number of Tote•, 
II estimated at 25,000,000, and that this new body of Toters was 
I K. Y. Times April 18, 1920 
II H. Y. Times BoTember 2, 1920 
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without definite political affiliations for the most part, made 
each party anXious to claim oredit for the extension of suffrage 
in order to have the women's Tote for its candidates~ 
The people of the United. States, whether Republican 
or Democratic, wanted a cha~ge ~. they wanted freedom from the 
burden o! war taxation, curbs on the profiteer, relief from 
government restrictions on business and & settlement of the 
Treaty of Versailles. The Democratic administration was blamed 
for all the woes and troubles of the nation and of the individual 
in particular ~ The popular American "cure-all• for the ills of 
one administration was rotation in offioe, give the other side a 
chance to prove ita capability to solve the problems: The means 
by which the "oure~all· · iii effected are rather dubious~ the 
system knownas.:Political Parties, or the game of the Ins and 
Outs~ 
The remedy was particularly deficient in 1920, for 
both the Democratic and Republican parties haYe lost their in-
fluenoe on the Yoters. The loss is due to the vagueness and 
confused issues of both parties~ to their corrupt leaders, and 
to the growing independence of the voter~ The people of the 
oountry seemed to prefer a strong President, and had ~ittle 
respect for the leadership of either party 1n Congress. This 
preference for a strong President had found notable eiamplea 
in Roosevelt and Wilson~ who serYed their countrymen 1n defiance 
of the party machine~ But under the existing laws the political 
party was the only aid they COUld take &d1'antage Of~ Yet even 
the political machine had a chance of redemption for as Chapple 
7 
says - •combining the highest ethics and ideals 1 and the lowest 
trickery and intrigue# some people are prone to look with sus-
picion upon the politicians as the black sheep -others as the 
white fleeced leaders of , the flocks~ 
But-
We remember that a political convention gave to the 
world Abraham Lincoln~•! 
. . 
There were many problems to be solved in the matter of 
foreign relations that called for a man of infinite tact 1 skill 
in diplomacy and a deep knowledge of the austoms and traditions 
g 
of the various nations of the world~ For in spite of the theories 
of isolation 1 the United States was taking a large part in Euro-
pean affairs 1 not as a member of an offensive or defensive alliance 1 
but as their creditor and bulwarkin time of their greatest need. 
' -Technically, the United States was still at war with 
Germany, and Austria-Hungary, because of the refusal of the Senate 
to ratify the Peace Treaty with the ~eague of Nations~ Furthermore, 
meetings of the teague had already begun on January 161 1920 on 
reparation and settlement of other difficulties, with the United 
States absent from its sessions, yet vitally involved in many of 
its decisions~ 
For centuries men had been dreaming of the possibility 
of having some means to bring nations into closer relations of 
friendship -and to prevent war. Their dreams had been worked out 
imperfectly in the "balance of power•, and the •Holy Alliance•. 
Under the leadership of the Czar of Russia1 The Hague meet1ngs were 
I Chapple "Harding The Jla.n"· page.-.9 
. · .. •:· 
begun to promote international peace. EYen these meetings 
and the groWing desire for World Peace~ could not preTent the 
. grea·t war of 1911i-~ During the progress of that war, President 
Wilson had proclaimed the famous •fourteen points• on which a 
permanent peace was to be founded~ the last point preYailing 
for an association of nations to afford •mutual guarantee of 
political independence and territorial integrity to great and 
I 
small nations ali.ke." The "fourteen points• were commended 
by the liberals o.f all nations, and espeoi&lly by the Democratic 
Party .~ 
The Peace negotiations at Paris checkmated many of 
· II Wilson~& ideals - instead of •open covenants openly arriYed at• 
he was confronted with many secret treaties# pledging away some 
of his highest principles as so much foolish nonsense. By his 
personal strength, compromise and threats of the American power, 
he was able to include a recognition of the Konroe Doctrine, 
preTention of racial ~quality for Japan·, refusal to abide by the 
. . .. ,. . 
secret Italian treaty of 1915, but was foroed to yield Shantung 
to Japan~ and to alloW France the ·eoonomio control of the Saar 
Valley, and to pursue a harsh retaliation toWard Germany~ Through 
his influence, a Covenant for the League of Nations was included 
in the Peace Treaty, as an integral part of it~ 
The Peace Treaty met with a varied reception in Amer i ca. 
9 
The friends of Wilson were disappointed that he had been beaten by 
the diplomats of the •old school•; in making so many compromises. 
The liberals were dismayed when they saw that the forces of reaction 
I P~son page 523, Reo\,9nt Hia.,tort of the United States 
I I Paxson page 522 · _ 'i · ·;._ :'. ~:' 
were 1n oontrol, and that no new order had come from the oonfliot~ 
The enemies of Wilson were elated. a.t his defeat, and focussed 
their attaok on the League of lations. The enemies of Wilson were 
not a homogenous group - including some who thought the treaty too 
lenient, others too harsh in its treatment of Germany, the German 
hyphenates because of their sympathy for the •vaterland", the 
Irish because of their hatred for England who had gained new 
territory from the war; the radicals because Wilson had deserted 
the "fourteen points", and the conservatives because they wanted to 
avoid · "entangling alliances" with Europe~ As can be seen from the 
above, these groups were united only in opposition to the League -
their motives were varied and confused. It was now the tuk of 
the Republicans to consolidate the Treaty opposition and general 
.~ -· 
uneasiness for their own benefit, and thus to win the election of 
1920~ 
10 
The country listened to orators from every group, skimmed 
through bales of literature issued by various societies, and soon ber. 
gan to have a wider interest, though incorrect knowledge on the 
League. The average American does not know precise information 
on European affairs, for the old tradition that America was apart 
from the world was too hard to forget~ For Amerioan foreign 
policy was based on "following of certain precepts that have had 
a decisive influence on the whole course of their foreign relations• 
First of these to avoid entangling alliances, and the second, the 
· Konroe Doctrine• ~I . -These two documents with the interpretations 
of the nineteenth century had prevented formal alliances with 
I Coolidge, United States as a World .Power, pag~92 & 93 
European or Asiatic powers, and had also warded of~ European 
interYention in North · and ·· South America., and given the American 
people an opportunity to develop the West~ 
11 
The friendship which the United States felt for China 
was shocked a.t the Shantung cession that Japan, an a.lly of China 
should be allowed to take the ohoioest proYinoe of Ohina., was con-
sidered an aot of cold blooded treachery. While Wilson might 
have been compelled to aooept the compromise, the people of the 
United States would neYer approve of it~ 
Furthermore, there was strong opposition on the ground 
that in the Conference of the League, the United States would be 
outYoted by Great Brita.in as the Covenant allowed six Toted to 
the British Empire by including the dominions over the seas, a.nd 
ga~e only one vote to United States~ This inequality of voting 
·' power was fostered by a tra.di tiona.l hatred o.f certain elements to 
England, and a knowledge of her preTious diplomatic history~ The 
faot is, however, that in the final Conference, there wa.s an 
equality in votes, for Great Britain then had only one~ 
Article X guaranteeing the territorial integrity of the 
League members wa.s the point on whioh all groups united -. for the 
Americans were quite sick of the war in which their boys had to 
cross the seas to tight in a foreign land~ True the cause had been 
great, and the sacrifice of the young men ha.d been for a noble 
a.im, but the ache in many a mother's or fa.ther's hea.rt wa.s still 
unhealed~ It was one thing to fight for your own country, but 
to have to settle eTery petty quarrel of Europe a.t their bidding 
was quite a.nother thing~ While this feeling existed, it was easy 
for skillf ul orators to raise the cry that under Article X, 
. . . 
American boys would have to go anywhere, at any time the League 
might order in spite of the wishes of the United States. This 
a~gument , of oourse strengthened the theory of isolation - •Let 
us keep olear of European troubles.• 
The league had its friends who urged its ratification 
on many grounds~ First, in order to have peaoe restored at the 
earliest possible moment, seoond, that the form of the League 
was the best that could be obtained at this time, third, th&t 
the honor of the United States was at stake, fourth, in spite of 
our desire for independence we had reached a stage of inter-
. ' dependence with the world, and fifth, the world suffered because 
we were hesitating~ 
. 
•During the war, she (u.s.) abandoned policy of isola-
l2 
tion and acted in practical alliance against the Teutonic Powers, 
and took the initiative in making general alliance stronger through 
a united command and in other ways. 
I 
abandonment of isolation.• 
Modern conditions mean an 
There ~s another complication in the foreign pol icy of 
the United. States, and thatvery near home~ What to do in regard 
to Jlexioo? The problem had been handed down unsolved by Taft to. 
Wilson, who had come no nearer a final settlement in his eight 
years of office~ His policy, in the main, had been one of 
•watchful waiting• of non~intervention in Kexioan affairs. The 
policy was unpopular in Kexioo, in Europe, and most of all in the 
United States for they grew worse with eaoh revolutionary attempt 
I Ogg & Beard, page 590 
1.3 
to control the land~ There were; hoWeYer, certain groups WhO 
were agitating for more forcible action by the government. These 
groups usually had interests in oil or mines in Kexico~ and wished 
their property protected from the frequent attacks by the various 
bands of revolutionists, and the oounter-attaots of the Mexican 
gOYernment~ The citizens in the border states were aroused be-
cause of the theft of their cattle~ sheep and other property, the 
killing of Americans~ and felt the American goYernment was not 
following up the punishment of the bandits~ Koreover, the Hearst 
papers were prophecying Japanese .oontrol of Mexico in order to get 
a base for war against the United States~ 
in itself~ 
Mexico was a problem 
Beginning with the discussion on February 19 and the 
opening of the 66th Congress on lla.y 19 ~ 1919, the work of de.feating 
the League was undertaken by the Republican leaders~ A shakY 
Republican majority was in the Senate~ but not all opposed to the 
League. For in fact many of the prominent Republicans favored the 
League, among them Ex-President Taft, who was interested also in 
8 The League to Enforce Peace• and who spoke extensively on the 
necessity for ratifying the Peaoe Treaty and the League~ President-
. . 
Emeritus Eliot of Harvard was also strong for the League. Yet under 
the direction of Henry Cabot Lodge, Chairman of the Committee on 
ro~eign Relations, the Treaty was constantly debated 1n the Senate, 
but the two-thirds rule made it easy for the Republican oligarchy to 
defeat any motion for ratification~ The Treaty was shelved., because 
of the .impossibility of ratifying it with or without reservations. 
' -In May, an attempt was made to end the state of war existing with 
Germany by declaring a joint resolution of both Houses of Congress 
to repeal the declaration of war on April 6, 1917 - but this 
was vetoed by the President. 1 Thus the matter rested~ waiting 
for the action of the voters at the polls in November, for the 
President asked for a •solemn referendum• on the League then~ 
During the debates on the Ratification of the Treaty, 
the presidential primaries were being held in the various states 
in order to give the people a cbanoe to nominate a candidate for 
' President~ There was a general belie.f that this time the can-
' ,. 
14 
did&tes of the two great parties would be selected by the people. 
Direct primary laws in most of the important states had provided 
an easy way to secure from the voters of the country an absolute 
expression of their will as to the candidates of both important 
political parties~ There never was a time in political history 
. . 
when the machinery was ready to enforce the will of the voters 
and to compel both the Democratic and Republican parties to nomi-
nate men chosen by the rank and file. By the primary elections, 
569 delegates were selected for the Republican convention, and 
63! for the Democratic oonvention~II 
Unfortunately for the hopes of the reformers, the po-
litical horses were by no means helpless under the direct primarY 
law, and they had little more difficulty in forcing their will 
upon the great mass of citizens than before~ The wishes of the 
bosses of both parties were similar - they wanted to oheok the 
groWing power of the Presidency, and increase their own influenoe 
by eXpanding the powers ot the legislatiTe bunoh to what they were 
in the days of MoXinley~ It did not ma..tter that the Toters did 
not share in this pious wish of the leaders - but it is evident 
I Paxson, Recent History of the United States, page 573 
I I Haines & Haines, page 1 '1- 1 
that the party bosses made no effort to keep them secret~ 
The Republican leaders wanted a •President Who was 
more a harmonizer than a leader, who could keep the Republican 
party united, and whose influence on legislation would be more 
indirect than direct~•! tt Roosevelt had been aliYe to keep 
up the ProgressiYe movement, there is little doubt that he would 
have been nominated in 1920, in spite of the strength of the 
Senatorial leaders~ The Progressives by this time were !looking 
baok into the •old Guard", not so strongly organized, but still 
a force to be reckoned with~ 
Major General Leonard Wood was the hope of most of the 
Progressives. He had been a close friend of Roosevelt's, had 
done excellent work in Cuba after the war of 1S9S, and he had 
been glorified as a •martyr" under the Wilson regime because of 
his doctrine of preparedness and Plattsburg~ He was not accept-
able to the Senatorial oligarchy because they knew he would not 
15 
stand tor dictation~ Wood~ however, started his campaign earlier 
than the others, and gained a considerable number of delegates 
be.fore anyone realized how far his work had gone~ His orga.niza ... 
tion was backed by a group of wealthy ProgressiYea, and chances 
favored him tor the nomination. 
As a counter-foil to Wood, Governor Lowden of Illinois, 
.. • -· ~ -· 
was groomed by the Republican leaders• Lowden, who was a bus1neas 
man, turned into an admirable exeautive, and a splendid record as 
Governor, and while not just the pliant type of man the Senators 
wanted, they coul d make better use of him than they oould of Wood. 
Unfortunately, though Lowden had manypledges delegates, he was 
I c. B. Carberry "Eleotion of 1920• 
unable to secure a united Illinois delegation, because Mayor 
Thompson of Chicago, prevented the delegates of Cook County 
from pledging themselves to Lowden~ 
Illinois ~ Primaries were held on April 14, 
Lowden 
Wood 
Johnson 
1920 
210,553 
141,271 
4o,!SO 
Thompson vote of Chicago went to Johnson due to bitter hostility 
against Lowden because of the •searchand seizure• law~ 1 
Chicago News commented ~ •Never before has Chicago had such a 
stormy election for Ward Commissioners~ Never before has there 
been such lavish eXpenditure of money at the polls~• 
rebuff, the Wood forces gained even more delegates~ 
With this 
Lowden having failed to blook rood, the Senate leaders 
turned to Hiram Johnson of California, who had been identified 
with the Progr.ssive movement and also with the •Irreoonoilablea• 
· II · in the Senate~ Johlul.on "a very vain individual• was disgruntled 
because Wood claimed to be the political heir of Roosevelt, thus 
slighting Johnson, who .bad been the candidate for Vice~President 
with Roosevelt in 1912. Although Wood had had a considerable 
start, Johnson was soon able to cripple his forces by his oWn 
effective campaign, and actually began to loom up as a very 
possible candidate~ 
The Senate leaders saw that they had been playing their 
game too well, and it was time to oall a halt on the Johnson 
forces~ He was too outspoken in his views on the League and t oo 
Progressive to suit their idea of a •harmonizer~• 
I N. Y. Times, April 15, 1920 
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In this stage 1 the oandidaoy of Herbert Hoover fitted in well 
with their plans~ 
Herbert Hoover was an outstanding figure in America 
17 
both during the war and reconstruction period~ Due to the growing 
dissatisfaction with both parties, many of the progress1Yes, in~ 
telleotuala, business men, women, and independents in politics 
turned to Hoover in recognition of his constructive ability, and 
also, because he had no party affiliations~ Though Hoover had 
retained his American citizenship, most of his life had been spent 
in other parts of the world developing mines ~ in Australia, India, 
' ' Russia and China. During the war he had shown a spirit of self-
sacrifice and brotherly love when he gave up his work as a mining 
engineer and devoted his splend~d organizing and administrative 
abilities to the relief of Belgium~ When the United States en-
tered the war, Herbert Hoover became Food Administrator and the 
nation began under his direction the necessary conservation of 
Food, so that there should be enough for the soldiers, Europe and 
America. The government, farmers, wholesalers, retailers and 
housewives all joined together for the same cause, and the results 
exceeded the highest eXpectations~ The New York Times in an 
ed1 tori&l April 3 sums up the situation rather well~ 
•The origin of the Hoover movement was largely emotional~ 
Out of the fine feeling of gratitude and admiration !or Kr~ Hoover, 
born of his war. relief work, sprang the demand for hia nomination. 
.. . . 
Beyond that the country knew little~ It was not acquainted with 
his views upon many pub11o questions that will beoome issues in 
the campaign; it had no idea of what kinds of men he would appoint 
to be members of his cabinet; it had no reason to doubt that 
his administration would be olean and efficient, but as to his 
poiicies there was a great deal of doubt~• 
From hi.s experiences in the war devastated countries 
Hoover was heartily in favor of the League~ He had a strong 
conviction that labor and capital could adjust their grievances 
bF closer cooperation~ He stood for a square deal for the 
farmer~ and had given evidence of this by his regulations of the 
prioe of wheat during the war~ He seemed to be the candidate 
-
who could continue the ideals of the American people to a proper 
fulfilment without soiling them in party intrigue~ 
As long as Hoover remained clear of political parties, 
he was a strong candidate, and a force to be reckoned with by 
both of the National parties~ "His popular strength lay in the 
unorganized independent ··vote of the country. His political 
strength lay in the fact that he offered hope to the Democrats, 
I 
and a threat to the Republican bosses.• 
' . 
.A1t the same time, Hoover was a weak candidate because 
of the lack of organized support among his followers~ There 
was not enough time before November in which to form a third 
party to raise him to the Presidency. It was necessary for 
Hoover to have all the benefits whioh a strong organization with 
its finances, large membership, and machinery could bring to him~ 
. . . 
Which of the two parties should he aooept - The Democrats were in 
need of a strong candidate to win and he had been a friend and helper 
of President Wilson - The Republicans were strong, a.nd boa.ated 
I New Republic April 21, 1920 
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they oould win with any .oandidate. Furthermore, the party was 
opposed to the policies of Wilson, and especially to the League. 
Yet Hoover chose the Republican party, and .announced himself as 
a candidate for its nomination. The attitude of the Republicans 
themselves was not 80 very encouraging to his campaign, for 
Hoover ·•s preference for the Republican nomination brought oon-
fusion into the Wood and Johnson quarters~ The preference was 
criticized on the grounds of Hoover's former laok of political 
affiliations, his long residence abroad, his endorsement of 
Wilson's appeal in 1918 for a Democratic Congress~ and doubts as 
to his political ability~ 
Senator MoNary of Oregon, a friend of Hoover, and a 
supporter of Johnson, said- "Hoover's announcement looks like a 
bone-head. play~n "He would have been in a muoh stronger position 
. • I had he kept silent six weeks longer. 
•unole Joe• Cannon - •A man has a right to run for 
President if he wants to~•II 
Senator Koses - supporter of Wood - "It will foroe the 
' favorite son-•candidate . to support Wood. rather than face the Hoover 
III 
menace~• 
The ohoioe of Hoover for the Republican nomination made 
many of his friends doubt his political sagacity~ The office ot 
President is peculiar - it not only oalls far high administrative 
I K. Y. Times April l, 1920 _ 
II &: III N. Y. Times April 1, 1920 
l<J 
ability as Chief Executive of the nation~ but also for a know-
ledge of men and means of preserving their loyalty as the leader 
of the Party. No one could deny that Hoover was an able ad-
ministrator ~ his work in Belgium was clear proof on this point. 
The country wanted to know more of his ab~~ity to follow the 
rules and requirements of Ame~ioan politics. 1 But the very same 
criterion which justifies faith in :lr~ Hoover, as a man of ideas 
and administration raises certain inevitable doubts about him aa 
a leader and a politician. Somehow or otber 1 whether because 
he is badly advised~ or because he is a little confused by 
politics~ or perhaps because his personal sensitiveness is ao · 
fine that he has shrunk from the mazes of his political problem, 
for one reason or another his candidacy ia failing to fix and 
organize the kindly support which he probably needs to be nomi-
nated, which he certainly needs in order to succeed if elected. 
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He is not revealing that capacity for leadership and .that political 
sagacity which a President must have 1 no matter how good an ad-
I 
ministrator he may be.• 
Hoover was beaten in the primaries for Wood and Johnson 
had laid·~-their campaign plans long before he, and their· supporters 
bad worked _so zealously for them 1 that Hoover had very few ohanoea 
of obliterat ing the results of their campaigns. In the Jliohigan 
primaries held on April 5, 1920 - Johnson led the tioket by 
42 1 73"3" votes. II . On t he following day 1 the primar_iea were '· held 
in Mew York 1 where Hoover and Johnson were both beaten.III ~ 
I New Republio 1 page 327 
II B. Y. Times, April 01 1920 
III N. Y. Times 1 April 7~ 1920 
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On April 14, in the Illinois primaries, Hoover again was beaten~ 
Johnson won the Republican delegation from Nebraska on April 20. 
In this primary, William J. Bryan barely reoeived enough votea to 
go as a delegate to the Democratic convention~ The following 
week, on April 27, the primaries in New Jersey, Massachusetts and 
Ohio showed that Hoover was more or less eliminated from the race. 
Hardixig led Ohio by 15,1S6, I - but did not ha.ve the whole delega-
tion of Ohio pledged to him. Dassaohusetta, while pledged first 
to Calvin Coolidge, had Wood for second ohoice. Wood led in the 
New Jersey primary by the close vote of 5l,lSO to 50,694.II 
As a result of the returns in New Jersey Johnson raised the cry of 
improper use of money 1n the primar.ies, and demanded an investiga-
tion of the campaign funds~ The whole affair was a pol itical 
game to discredit Wood, but 1t had far greater results than waa 
intended~ A committee was appointed under the chairmanship of 
Senator Pomerene with the support of both Johnson and Borah . In 
the course of the hearings, it was found that Wood's campaign ex-
penditures had been underwritten by a number of wealthy men, who 
could see nothing wrong in the spending of so muoh money to insure 
Wood's nomination~ Loeb of New York said that~$1,000,000 was not 
too muoh to fight oligarchy and organizat1on~lr George w. Perkins 
had contributed $10,000~, H. H. Rogers of the Standard Oil $50,000~, 
and Colonel Proctor of • Ivory Soap• fame, had given $500,000. in 
IV d order to see his friend win • ..;. - General Wood 1d not consider it 
wrong to aooept suoh large sums for his campaign, nor did he feel 
\t •I. 
I - · r&~ ~ .. T:tmes: ~· April 29 . 
II Ibid April ~9 . 
III H. Y. Times July 7, 1920 
I V N. Y. Time~ Jul y 7 ,, 1g2o . 
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under any obligations to his friends for their generous support~ 
He claimed that it was necessary under the primary system to have 
large expenditures in order to reach all the voters in the country, 
and to beat the •favorite sons• "in their own backyards.• The 
Republican leaders had, however, succeeded in dealing a severe blow 
to the Wood campaign, and had made it diffiault for him to get 
the requisite number of additional delegates to give him a ma-
jority~ In this event, the candidacy of Lowden appeared to be 
the salvation of the party. 
Unfortunately for Lowden, however, his candidacy got 
caught in the backWash of the charges against the Wood campaign~ 
A millionaire in his own right, he was out to buy his way by his 
own funds, and thought $500,000. not toe;> much to pay for the 
purpose. On June 2, the committee brought out in the hearings 
that one of the Lowden managers in Missouri had paid $2,500. to 
two delegates in St. Louis- Robert E. Moore and Nat Goldstein. 1 
The men professed it was not for a bribe, but could show no 
definite use of the money. Neither Lowden nor the Lowden managers 
knew of the money being paid~ Altogether Lowden spent $32,000~ in 
Missouri in order to create sentiment in favor of his campaign. 11 
Lowden repudiated the two delegates in a statement issued by him, 
but declaring •the viee of the whole thing inheres in the system. 
Under existing conditions a nation-wide campaign for President 
necessarily requires the expenditure of a great deal of money even 
for legitimate purposes •..•...... ~ Personally, I ka~!r nothing.•III 
I & II K. Y. Times June 2, 1920 
III N. Y. Times June 3, 1920 
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This disclosure was damaging to Lowden, but in all probability 
the same thing happened. in other ·camps~ Even Johnson, who roared 
so loud about primary campaign expenditures, spent more money in 
California than Wood did in any one state. The Kissouri incident 
damaged the enthusiasm of the Senate Cabai for Lowden for as Borah 
. . 
pointed out, they realized only too well what telling argument 
this would give the Democrats. •But for this Lowden might (and 
probably would) be president~·! 
As reported in the New York Times for June 6, the 
primary campaign expenditures were as followa:II 
Palmer 
Harding 
Coolidge 
Hoover 
Johnson 
Lowden 
Wood 
• 59,1!5 
113,109 
6!,375 
168,057 
197,230 
414,159 
1,500,000 (approx.) 
The result of the inquiry into the campaign funds was 
to show first the inherent weakness of the primary system as a 
means of nomination. It required a great deal of money to reach 
the voters in all the states~ The results were not so convincing 
for only a fraction of the voters actually participated. 
The victory of Johnson in Michigan becomes less important 
when several factors are taken into consideration. First of all a 
very light vote was polled due to a severe storm on April 5. 
Secondly, there were local issues which were of a radical nature , 
and the radicals' views of Michigan rather than the skillful 
I Carberry 
II N. Y. Times June 6, 1920 
politics gave the so-called victory to Johnson~ 
In New York, "The primary was the quietest in the 
state. Little interest was manifested anywhere except in a 
few Manhattan districts where there were contests~•! As a 
reaul t of the pr imariea, the organization candida tea won~ but 
the delegates were uninstructed. 
Coming closer home, to a state where political en-
thusiasm often runs quite highJ one sees that in Massachusetts 
the "voting in primaries was very light~• The total number of 
votes in Boston, a city of some 700,000 odd~ was only 20,000~II 
So one may well agree with this statement of Nicholas 
Murray Butler,- · "as a method of exaggera-ting the importance of 
III 
small minorities, the system is quite ideal"- The primary 
system does not improve to any appreciable extent the character 
and ability of the nOminees for office~ In spite of the results 
of the primaries, the party rulers placed their own candidate for 
the nomination and won. Harry M. Daugherty, now the Attorney . 
24 
General of the United States~ and President Harding's campaign 
manager, stated long before theprimaries were held- •The primaries 
out no figure in the nomination. The candidate won't be picked 
- . 
there. The man who is to be the Republican candidate will be 
picked by a little group of men sitting in a hotel· room, after the 
convention has vainly endeaTored to make a choice; and the tired 
. ;v 
and weary delegates will accept the decision of these men. At 
the time of the prediction, the whole country laughed, but events 
turned out according to the prophecy. It is interesting to note 
I N. Y. Times April 7, 1920 
II Ibid April 28, 1920 
I I I Ibid June 7, 1920 
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here that Senator Harding was not able to -carry his own state 
in the primaries~ Daugherty, his manager, was defeated for 
delegate~at-large to the oonvention1 and Ohio did not elect a 
complete Harding delegation, although he was supposed to be the 
favored son of Ohio~ 
The Republican National Committee, headed by Will Hays, 
the healer of differences - met in Ohioago before the regular 
convention in order to settle the contested seats. Contra.ry 
to the usual custom, the hearings for the seats of the Southern 
delegates were held in public~ The results were that gg went 
to Lowden, 34 to Wood and 7 to Johnson.1 Furthermore, a sub-
. . 
committee was appointed to report on a new deal for the South, 
especially in regard to Florida where there were but 4,000 members 
of the Republican Party.II 
On the outside the campaign headquarters were busy in 
securing support for their candidates with conflicting rumors 
circulating as to whom would be chosen. One of these rumors 
• r 
said that Harding was going to withdraw as a candidate for Presi-
dent, and run for re-election as Senator~ The uncertainty of the 
whole convention was compared to the situation in lSSO when Gar-
. III field was nominated as a "dark horse. • Those who believed in 
the cycle theory of history thought that now another dark horse 
would be nominated. However, the Wood, Lowden and Johnson 
headq~rters were full .of enthusiasm and activity. Wood was on 
top with a large number of pledged delegates, but not enough to 
I & II N. Y. Times June 4, 1920 
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have a majority~ Johnson kept his delegates solid for him~ and 
though a Progressive, never formally released any of his delegates 
to Wood the leader of the other Progressi~e~ The. Republican 
machine leaders meanwhile kept good control of the floating and 
unpledged delegates~ 
Besides the uncertainty of the nominee~ the policy of 
the convention would adopt in regard to the League remained indefinite 
The old line bosses were absent, their places were taken by a 
group of men of the Senate who could kill a treaty, but could not 
give constructive leadership which the country needed~ 
The National Convention opened on June g, 1920 - there 
I . . 
were 9g5 delegates who held varying views on the League~ taxa-
tion and the candidate. The choice of candidate was of high 
importance, for he must be acceptable to both the Old Guard and 
the remnants of the Progressive Party; by the friends of the 
League and by its most bitter enemies; by the German-Americans 
and the Irish-Americans who were united against the treaty by 
hatred of Englan!!. The temper of the country clearly showed 
that the people were only too glad for a change, and e~ught that 
change by means of the Republicans. It was the great opportunity 
of the G. 0. P~ to regain its leadership which it had lost due to 
its splits in 1912 and 1916~. 
Henry Cabot Lodge, Chairman of the Convention, gave 
the key note of the Republican tactics - Ousting of the Wilson 
Dynasty, and opposition to the Wilson League of Nations~ thus 
crystallizing the work of the Republicans in the last two years. 
I N. Y. Times June 9, 1920 
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•In order to render to our country the service which 
we desire to render ---- we must have the opportunity for service. 
That opportunity can only oome through our being entrusted by the 
people with both the legislative and executive authority~ To 
this end, Mr~ Wilson and his dynasty, his heirs and assigns, or 
. 
anybody that is his, anybody who on bent knee has served his 
purpose, must be driven from all control, from all influence upon 
the Government of the United States~ They must be driven from 
office and power, not because they are Democrats, but because 
Mr~ Wilson stands for a theory of administration and government 
which is not American~ His methods~ his constant, if indirect, 
assaults upon the Constitution, and upon all the traditions of 
free government, strike at the very life of the American princi-
ples upon which our ~overnment has always rested.•! 
To replace the Wilson autocracy, Lodge purposed are-
establishment of the essential principles of American democracy -
or as Harding phrased it-- •a return to normalcy.• "Let us stand 
fast by the principles and policies of Washington and Monroe and 
against- utterly against- those _of Mr~ Wilson. We must be 
now and ever for Americanism, and Nationalism and against 
Internationalism."II 
The New York Times, in an editorial, characterized 
Lodge's speech as - ua typical utterance of its kind.-~ On the 
treaty he is neither clear nor forcible; he seems to speak 
with one eye on Johnson and Borah - and the other upon that 
I Republican Campaign Textbook, page 19 
II Republican Campaign Textbook, page 32 
great body of delegates who know the real feelings of people 
better than he knows it~ and who are not enthus~stio o~ his 
I 
exploits in Treaty wrecking.• 
The platform was then brought before the convention -
a platform made broad enough to include all groups and still 
be definite and specific so that the people might know where 
the Republican party stood. 
On the destructive side, the platform attacked the 
unpreparedness of the country for war, or for peaoe after the 
war, charging it to the inefficiency of th~ Democratic ad~ 
ministration. In regard to foreign relations, the Republican 
Party Rfavored a liberal and generous foreign policy founded 
upon definite moral and political principles, characterized by 
a clear understanding of and a firm adherence to our own rights, 
II 
and unfailing respect for the rights of others.• So first of 
2S 
all they considered the matter of the "Watchful Waiting" policy of · 
Wilson in regard to Mexico and said they "should not recognize 
any Mexican government unless it be a responsible government 
willing and able to give sufficient guarantees that the lives 
and property of American citizens a.re respected and protected; 
that the wrongs will be promptly corrected and just compensation 
III 
will be made for injury sustained.• At the same time the 
platform opposed the establishment of a mandate by the u. s. in 
Armenia or any country in Europe or Asia. 
I New York Times June 9, 1920 
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On the League of Nations issue, the wording was pur-
posely vague in order to include all factions in the party. 
"The Republican Party stands for agreement among the nations to 
preserve the peace of the world. We believe .that auoh an in-
ternational association must be based upon international justice 
and must provide methods, which shall maintain the rule of pub-
lic right by the development of law and the decisions of im-
partial courts, and which shall secure instant and general in~ 
ternational conferences whenever peace shall be threatened by 
political action so that the nations pledged to do and insist 
upon what is just and fair may exercise their influence and power 
.· I 
for the prevention of war~• 
So while the platform approved of the idea of an 
association, it was decidedly opposed to the form that President 
Wils on brought home from Paris. It commended with high praise 
the action of the "wilful minority" of the Republican Senators 
who defeated the Peace Treaty with the attached League of Nations. 
On the constructive side the platform enumerated the 
reforms, economies and reconstructive work of the Republican 
Congress, which would have been greater but for the handicap of 
lack of support from the Democratic Administrative departments 
and veto power of President Wilson~ The platform promised aid 
to the farmer .in the readjustments to the pre-war period~ As 
for labor, it "recognized the justice of collective bargaining 
as a means of promoting good will, establishing closer and more 
harmonious relations between ~mployers and employees, and realizing 
I "Repu li.oan . Campa ign Textbook" Page 11 '7 
the true ends of industrial justice.--- We deny the right to 
strike against the government, but the rights and interests of 
all government employees must be safeguarded by impartial laws 
and tribunala.• 1 (Reflection of Boston Police Strike). 
The Republican Party fully realized the staggering 
burden of war-time taxation and placed the blame for this on 
the Democratic party, and for a remedy "demanded the early acw 
complishment of that real reduction of the tax burden which may 
be achieved by substituting simple for complex taxation laws 
and procedure; prompt and certain determination of the tax 
l i ability for the delay and uncertainty; tax laws which do not, 
for tax laws which do, excessively mulct the consumer or· need-
d h if . • rr lessly repress enterprise an t r t. 
The Republicans, as the party of "Big Business• were 
firmly opposed to government ownership and operation, or em-
ployee operation of the railroads~ preferring instead private 
ownership under proper government regulation~ 
In connection with the platform, it is fitting to 
note there a new and constructive departure in party machinery 
of which this convention r eaped the benefits. In December 
30 
1919, the Republican National Committee adopted a resolution 
authorizing its c~irman to appoint an advisory committee on 
Policies and Platform, tooonsist of 12 members ot the National 
Committee, and a substantial number of other Republicans not 
members of the National Committee to be appointe• by the chairman . 
I Republican Textbook, page 132 
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The function was to investigate needs and conditions affecting 
apeoifio problems that would have to be considered by the con-
vention; to gather facts and dates; to invite a full . expression 
of opinions of leading Republicans, and to submit its recommenda-
tions and materials it had collected to the Resolutions Committee~ 
Many prominent men in the colleges and universities helped on 
this committee, among them, Dr. Samuel KoCune Lindsay 1 Columbia, 
Dr. Edmund E. Day and Professor Charles J. Bullock, Harvard, 
Professor Irving Fisher, Yale, Dr~ Leonard P. Ayres, Russell Sage 
Foundation and Dr. F. A. Cleveland of Boston University. The 
committee sent a questionnaire on 12 topics to 100,000 men and 
women. The report of their work was based on digests and oom-
pilat ions of questionnaire, and resul.ts of numerous conferences 
. I between the advisory and Executive Committee. 
The platform was pleasing to the Republicans. Johnson 
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felt he had gained a victory for he felt the Treaty was repudiated. 
Taft considered the platform to uphold the League - and the ordinary 
delegate saw that after all, party harmony was preserved~ The 
country was not quite 80 enthusiastic. To quote again from the 
Hew York Times ~ "When a plank delights Hiram Johnson on the one 
hand, and on the other is 'perfectly satisfactory' · to :Murray Crane, 
somebody is being cheated, and the attempt to humbug the public is 
obvious~---- It is an affront to the churches and labor uniona 
and the colleges that have asked for a clear and specific adhesion 
to the League~--- A party gone wrong on the Treaty, makes itself 
I Digest from Republican Campaign Textbook 
evasive, cowardly and insincere, als_o makes itself' as stupid 
tor it makes a present to its political opponents of commanding 
political and moral issue~n · I The following day the Times de-
clared it was "the most indefinite, confusing, contradictory 
II 
and altogether cross-eyed series of' proposals ever put forward." 
The next step after the platform had been accepted, 
was to choose the candidate tor President. In spite of the 
primary disclosures, Wood and Lowden led on the first ball.ot, and 
continued to gain with Wood in the lead~ 
Wood 
Lowden 
Johnson 
Harding 
let Ballots-
2!H 11 
13 
6 
necessary for . III 
choice -493 
Neither candidate received a sufficient number of votes for 
the nomination, and so the balloting went on, making a deadlock 
which everyone had predicted~ Meanwhile~ Harding grew dubious 
as to his chances to win the nomination, and telegraphed his 
entry as a candidate for re-election to the Senate at 11.57 P.M. 
on June 11 -.... just three minutes before the t iine limit expired. IV 
The high temperature and the high cost of living at the Chicago 
hotels made many of the delegates want to reach home quickly by 
Saturday night, and they grew impatient at the protracted balloting~ 
Between the Sth and 9th ballots a recess was bald in 
which the predictions of Daugherty came true~ So the little 
group, of whom Daugherty spoke, got together in the hotel room~ 
I N. Y. Times June 11~ 1920 
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Senators Lodge, Weeks, Watson, McCormick, and George Harvey were . 
the chief men who agreed. upon the nomination of Harding. . The 
committee was strongly in favor of Harding of Marion, Ohio, tor 
varying reasons. He had been identified with the fight of Lodge 
on the Treaty, was conservative in his views, and by having him 
they were able to block Wood, and also important, he would not 
resent the dictation of the leaders of the party~ "Their decision 
was sent to the convention and adopted like an inspiration from 
Heaven, and the Harding nominat i on was put tl1rough wi th a whoop.•I 
. After the convention reassembled a motion was proposed 
to extend the convention over Sunday and then doubtless the dead- · 
look would have been broken. However, the heat of Chicago and 
the fatigue of the delegates were too great to permit muoh en-
thusiasm for such a motion, and it was defeated~ 
On the ninth ballot, the votes showed that Harding 
was taking the lead, after Lowden had released his delegates. 
On the tenth ballot he received enough votea to win the nomination. 
9 10 
Harding 3;{4t 692t Wood 2 g. 156 neoesaary for 493II Johnson g2 go-l/5 ohoioe 
Lowden 12lt 11 
The next step was to eleot a running mate for Harding, 
. and the convention quickly ohose Calvin Coolidge as Republ ican 
candidate for Vice-President. Coolidge had the advantage of 
· ! . •III being "always a party man with a record o real service. 
I Carberry "Election of 1920" 
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ublican convention broke up with cheers tor 
the candidates, and prophecies of a sweeping victory for the Re-
publican ticket. The party had been held together in spite of 
many symptoms of a spl it. The candidates and platforms were 
both compromises, satisfactory to a very few, but th~-organiza­
t~on· wa.s intact' and determined to win the campaign of 1920. 
. ' The comments of the press were not exactly favorable 
; 
·, 
t 'o the work at the convention. .s The New York Times 4a.id editor-
-~ ially, June 13, •.warren G. Harding a very respectable politician 
. . 
of the second class, never a leader of men or :director of 
.. 
, 
. policies. Counterpart in Franklin Pierce~·· . . New York World -
) 
•Harding little qualified.• Buffalo Expres~- •Harding and 
- .. 
-.-coolidge, these a.re names that bring a thrill to a country weary 
··of government by ~ and theory. • 
• 
. -:_. Y. Times, June 16, •Harding may be an abler man than appear a ..... 
I fhe myth making faculty is being applied in his honor.• 
... 
-.; 
.,. The crowds in the theatres and on the streets received 
~he news with apathy • 
. •. 
In the Review of Reviewa for July 1920, Congressman 
Simon D. Fess wrote of his friend Harding - •His nomination was 
the climax of a conjunction of forces both political and personal. 
His strong position for law and order; hie defence of national 
honor; his struggle as a member of the Foreign Relations Committee -
to safeguard national sovereignty and independence; his sound 
Rhilosophy of economics and finance; his sturdy insistence upon 
· the integrity of American initiative in business enterprise for 
the inveat~ent of capital in the employment of labor at a soale ot 
I N. Y. Times June 16, 1920 
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wages to maintain the American standards of living - - - his fearless 
demand that the public interest must first be served, together 
with his sturdy yet mild-mannered personality which universally 
commands favor - all combined to make him the logical nominee 
of his party at this hour of commanding need.• 
The Democratic Party was in a difficult position and 
it lacked capable constructive leaders to raise it out of the 
impasse~ The Democrats had never really had a hold on the 
voters for more than fifty years~ Its great success in 1912 
was due, not so much to its own ability, candidates or leaders, 
as to the fact that the Democratic party capitalized the dis-
sentions of the Republican Party .~ Onoe having the entire ma~ 
chinery of government under its control, the Democrats con-
tinued their lease in office by pushing through the refor~ which 
the country demanded~ It must be remembered, however, that these 
reforms were not desired by the old leaders and bosses of the 
party, but were accomplished by the tireless energy and perse-
verenoe of Woodrow Wilson, the President Wilson, who by his methods 
of appealing to the country over the rank and file leaders, be~ 
came the idol of the country, but the bane of the political boss. 
Wilson•s two terms tore the Democratic machine apart, but the 
people retained faith in his reforms. 
The war interrupted the wave of progressive reform, 
but the people because of their faith in Wilson, brought their 
enthusiasm, savings and lives to the service of the Government. 
Under the eXa.lted leadership of Wilson, the war became a crusade 
to make the world ~Safe for Democracy~n And with America in 
the warJ faith in a new Democracy was widespread~ llost people 
figured a new deal was coming to everyone. The War o! De-
mocracy was to set all men free and to bring home to the people 
their right to determine their own destiny~ As the military 
dictators of Germany were to goJ so were the other dictators 
who held power over men and women politically. 
the flood of a tremendous Crusade~ 1920 saw its death. 8 I 
' . The end of the war did not usher in the rosy era for 
which all bad been hoping - instead it brought new problems 
without solving the old~ Furthermore, the Democratic adminis-
tration was handicapped in its work for readjustment by the 
steady and bitter opposition of the Republicans. The Demo-
cratio party was weakened considerably by the collapse of Wil-
son, for there was no one of sufficient ability to take his 
place or to whom the President would delegate his leadership. 
Wilson had a pleasant habit of not getting along with his as-
sociates, so that at the end of his second term, his Cabine~ 
consisted of far weaker men than it had in the beginning. 
After the Republican convention at Chicago had shoWn 
a desire to keep the party together, rather than to serve the 
country, many people turned to the Democratic convention at 
San Francisco in the hopes that this party would serve the 
interests of the country better. The Democrats needed a strong 
. .· 
candidate to win, and they were limited in their choice ot 
.. 
nominees~ The logical candidates were either Hoover or MacAdoo. 
I Carberry letter 
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The Republican leaders had already put .Hoover out of the race 
by the primaries in California. MacAdoo was the choice of the 
people fn the primaries, and had a record of real achievement 
in many fields~ Moreover, he would continue the Wilson policies, 
and in all probability perform his work without arousing such 
controversies and bitter feelings with Congress~ President 
Wilson, however, could have forced the nomination of practically 
any man he desired among the Democratic candidates. He reso-
lutely held aloof, and the Wilson leaders in the convention were 
totally without support from the White House~ 
The Democrats had departed from the usual rule of 
having a central location for the convention city; and journeyed 
to the Far West, to San Francisco. The convention was held at 
a later date than the Republican, beginning June 28 and lasting 
to July 6, 1920~ All together there were 10911 delegates~ 
The National Committee met three days before the convention and 
selected Homer s. Cummings of Connecticut for the temporary 
chairman, and decided in regard to the contested seats of Georgia~ 
The convention opened on June 28, 1920~ with the speech 
of Cummings for the key note. Senator Reed of Missouri was re-
fused a seat in the convention o•ing to his bitter attacks on 
III 
the League. 1I On June 17, President Wilson had asked the Demo-
crats to accept the challenge of the Republicans in regard to the 
~ ~igures from bal lots in . 
I ~/ Official proceedings of Democratic Ir N. Y. Times June 27, 1920 
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LeagUe, and the Democrats did. Cummings in his speech said "The 
Republioanplatform contains a vague promise to establish another 
or a different form of associations amongst the nations of a 
tenuous and shadowy character~ 
exists. It is not a project -.it is a. fact. We must either 
enter it or remain out of it~" "The Republican platform re-
pudiates the League, but praises without discrimination all of 
. . I 
the Republican Senators who participated in its defeat.• On 
this speech the Hew York Times commented in a.n editorial that it 
was 0 an effective drubbing to the Republican partyH and a worthy 
"review of the achievements of the Democratic administration~uii 
The permanent chairman of the convention was then 
chosen, with Senator Joseph T. Robinson of Arkansas a.s the winner. 
The report of the platform committee -was then brought in by Carter 
Glass of Virginia. The platform first praised Wilson and his 
achievements, and reviewed the work of the Democratic administra-
tion very favorably. The platform accepted the League of Nations 
saying "We indorse the President's view of our international ob-
ligations, and commend the Democrats in Congress for voting against 
reservations designed to out to pieces the vital provisions of the 
Versailles treaty, and against resolution for a separate piece 
which would disgrace the nation~ We advocate prompt ratification 
of the treaty without reservations which would impair its essential 
integrity, but we do not oppose reservations which would make clear 
or specific our obligations to the associated nations.• "The 
I Official Proceedings of Democratic Convention page 21 
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Democratic Party favors the League of Nations as the surest~ 
if not the only, practicable means of maintaining the perma-
nent peace of the world and terminating the insufferable burdens 
.. . I 
of a great military and naval establishment." 
In regard to the railroads, the _platform held that, 
"The Railroads (were) taken as a war measure, without other 
idea than that of swift transport of troops, munitions and 
supplies~ There should be a fair and complete test of the 
law until careful and mature action by Congress may oure its 
defects and insure a thoroughly effective transportation system 
under private ownership without government subsidy at the ex-
. II 
pense of tax payers of the country~" 
Unlike the Republican platform, the Democrats included 
one on Ireland- "Within the limitations of international comity 
and usage this convention repeats the several previous expressions 
of the sympathy of the Democratic Party of the United States f or 
III the a spir ations of Ireland for self~government." This par-
IV ticular plank while showing "evidence of sanity and strength" 
did not retain the usual Irish vote~ 
The platform severely condemned the corrupt practices 
of the Republicans in the primaries, and in the Senatorial 
' 
elections from Michigan. The lower expenditures of the Democrats 
I Official Proceedings of the Democratic Convention page lSO 
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might lead one to think they did not indulge in such abuse ot 
funds, but the point is, that in 1920, the Democrats at Washing-
ton were able to make use of government facilities to aid their 
political plans. As the Detroit Free Press says - •Again there 
is naturally no account taken of the big sums spent by the so-
called Bureau of Public Information during the war-period in 
the issuance of 'The Official Bulletin 1 and the floods of 
propagandist articles sent broadcast to the dailies of the 
country as 'news.• Yet the greater proportion of this was 
party literature, and very largely propagandist li tera.ture 
toward a. possible result at the next election~ Again there 
was the cost to the country of trips and salaries of those 
Washington officials who were opportunely obliged to go to 
San Francisco on public business while the Democrats were tryi~g 
to select their national ca.ndida.tes .. • 1 
The rights of labor were recognized in the platform, 
but the rights of the public were held as paramount to the right 
to strike. Suffrage for women was formally indorsed, and the 
governors and legislatures of the three states where ratification 
was pending, were urged to complete the number o! states necessary 
!or the ratification. 
and .soldiers. 
Government aid was promised to the farmers 
After the reading of the platform had been completed, 
William J. Bryan brought in a minority report on prohibition, 
whioh .he wished to incorporate in the platform~ Bourke Cochran o! 
I Literary Digest March lS, 1921, page 18 
New York offered still another plank on prohibition, le-
gallizing the sale of beer and wine. Both motions were de-
feated, and the Democrats decided as the Republicans had, not 
to drag into the campaign an issue which was already closed by 
the ratification of the Eighteenth Amendment~ 
The next step in the convention was to nominate a 
candidate, and here again the same tactios were followed as at 
Chicago - to prolong the deadlock~ and then force through a 
candidate who was pleasing to the bosses~ The deadlock lasted 
longer at San Francisco, due to the rule that a two-thirds vote 
was necessary for nomination~ The uncertainty of the nomina-
tion was fully as great as it had been at the Republican con-
vent ion~ 
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While UacAdoo clearly had a majority of the votes, he 
himself refused to admit that he was a candidate for the nomina-
tion, claiming that he did not have enough money for the cam-
paign~ I Although he was closely related to President Wilson, 
the latter refused to indicate whether his candidacy was favor-
able or not~ Moreover, Jla.cAdoo ha.d incurred the bitter hoe-
tility of the New York Tammany Hall~ But there is no doubt that 
MacAdoo was the popular Democratic choice~ Though he could have 
carried the Democratic primaries three to one over Cox in the 
vast majority of states, however, the leaders paid very little 
attention to the primaries~ 
MaoAdoo's -name was placed on the ballot by the motion 
of the Reverend Doctor Jenkins, without any set speech because 
I N. Y. Times June g, 1920 
MacAdoo refused to run. Dr. Jenkins was convinced that "if 
Ma.oAdoo was drafted by the party he ·wouid run~ • I 
A. Mitchell Palmer~ Attorney General, of the United 
States, was nominated by John H. Bigelow of Pennsylvania. His 
c laims to the Presidency were based on his war-time prosecutions 
of alien enemies, and of radical ism. There wu a persistent 
rumor that Palmer derived his strength from the enforced support 
of government employees, and to political trades, some of a very 
disreputable character~ 
Edward D. Edwards of New Jersey was nominated by 
Charles F. O'Brien of New Jersey, as the exponent of "personal 
liberty~" He was really the nominee of the liquor .interests , 
although Edwards phrased it "support not of liquor but of the 
rights of man~•II He had a good reoord as Governor of New 
Jersey; stood for the League with safeguards 1 restraint of profit-
. . 
eering, individual and government economy, and fair dealing with 
labor~ However, the convention received Edwards and the "wet" 
issue with lack of enthusiasm~ 
James M. Cox of Ohio was nominated by James J. Johnson 
of Ohio in a speech saying "with him as your candidate, Ohio is 
· · . 11 III Democratic, and Ohio Democratic, victory is yours. The 
nomination was seconded by Mrs. Cora Wilson Stewart of Kentucky~ 
Following the nomination there was a Cox outburst of twenty minutea 1 
I N. Y. Times July 1 1 1920 
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the Cox Glee Club singing -
"Ohio, Ohio, 
The hills send back the cry 
We're here to do or die. 
Ohio, Ohio~ · . . _ 
We' 11 win with Cox or know I the reason why.• 
Cox had been a Democratic governor for two terms in one of the 
most independent states in the political affiliations in the 
Union. Cox had a record of progressive legislation ' acoom-
plished by his efforts in Congress and as Governor of Ohio. 
His sponsor said he had "a genius for executive duty, and a 
II 
record of accomplishment." Much of the Cox strength came, 
moreover, from the feeling that he was an anti-prohibitionist 
. . 
and that he would aid in having the prohibition act repealed~ 
' . This feeling was undoubtedly unfair to Cox, since very little 
in his oareer had shown him a constant friend of the liquor 
interests; but nevertheless, the impression went forth that he 
was allied with the •wet• forces, and it brought him a. great 
deal of Demooratio support~ 
The results of the first and third ballots were -
Ma.cAdoo Cox Palmer 
2S9 159 z6ij. 
32Jt 177 25lt 
729 - a. two-thirds vote was necessary for a choice. As oan 
be seen !rom these figures MaoAdoo did have a large number ot 
votes, but as he was non-committal in his attitude to the nom-
inationJ and the boss.es were strongly opposed to him, he oould 
I N. Y. Times July 1, 19~0 
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never receive enough ?otes to be nominated. :Ma.cAdoo~ like 
-Wood, got so many votes, and he was not able to progress muoh 
beyond his initial showing~ As the convention wore on, it 
-became evident that MaoAdoo would be beaten, and it was only a 
question as to how long it would take Cox to get the two-thirds 
vote. 
On the twelfth ballot 
MacAdoo Cox 
12th 315 4o4 
13th 363i 428t 
Cox started to lead -
Palmer 
201 
193t I 
After the tWenty-fifth ballot, Bryan said to the re-
porters, •I think what they are really lookir~ for is someone 
who will be satisfactory to the three elements represented in 
the deadlook, someone who will respond without protest to every 
demand that comes from the White House, from Wall Street, and 
II from the liquor interests." 
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On the thirty-third ballot the KacAdoo forces rallied~ 
and stopped the Cox progress, but not for long -
Cox 
§~ 
Palmer 
184-
7 III 
While the preparations were under way for the forty-
fourth ballo~, Samuel B. Amidon of Kansas made a motion that the 
rules of the convention be suspended, and James M. Cox be declared 
the nominee by acclamation~ The motion was put and quickly 
carried by the "Ayes~• 
for President~ 
So that Cox was the Democratic candidate 
I Figures from Official Proceedings 
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The party rules were suspended in the nomination of the 
Vice-President~ After the name of Franklin D. Roosevelt had been 
- proposed 1 it was received with so much favor that all the other 
candidates withdrew their names 1 making Roosevelt the unanimous 
choice of the convention~ His chief claim to the nominat i on was 
- I 
spoken by Davies of Wisconsin, "The battle was to be won in the 
East and West - get the support of the East" in the person of 
Franklin D. Roosevelt. 
The New York Times, in an editorial, praised the work 
of the Democratic convention in choosing a candidate worthy of 
its oause.II Kost observers felt that the Democratic nomination 
was a thankless one for Cox 1 for he was virtually beaten before 
he started. Cox was acceptable to the party leaders - Murphy, 
Taggart, Lynch and Brennan of Illinois~ But the party itself was 
hopelessly split between the Wilson and the Anti-Wilson forces. 
-
If Cox declared for the Wil.son policies he was sure to lose the 
support of the Anti~Wilson men ,and vice-versa~ 
The Republicans had not expected the nomination of Cox, 
who was a stronger man than they dreamed. For Ohio knew of the 
vigorous methods of Cox, and the Republicans were out to have a 
quiet, peaceable "Front Por~h11 campaign, a.nd the leaders were 
somewhat disturbed at the pro.peot o! a fight. However~ the 
Republicans stuck to their own methods~ Harding had returned 
to Marion, Ohio, his home town on July 5, and received a most 
~ · ~· 
enthusiastic reception. The streets were decorated with bunting, 
every shop window bad a. picture of the candidate~ and the bakeries 
I Official Proceedings page 44S 
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were selling oakes frosted with Harding's name. On the ourved 
•Front Porch", Harding addressed the people with "Back to nor-
malcy" as his theme. 
Governor Coolidge, in the meantime,_ ha.d gone up to h i s 
birthplace, Plymouth, Vermont, for a vacation, and also to show 
his sympathy for the farmers.. The · leaders of the party were 
planning to elevate the position of Vice-President into one of 
greater responsibility and dignity, and were seriously consider-
ing giving a seat in the Cabinet to the Viae-President. 
Meanwhile, the radical groups in the country were or-
ganizing their forces for the Presidential campaign~· Due t o t he 
general lack of interest in the two leading parties, the radicals 
thought they could increase their own strength, and gain more 
control of the government than they had been able to do before~ 
.· 
In the main there were two parties among the liberals: the regular 
Socialist party that had been established for years and a newer 
party which was formed of the discontented and restless people 
who saw no remedy in any of the long~standing parties, and so 
resolved to form their own organization~ 
The Socialist theories of government had not found 
ready acceptance by the bulk of the American people. . Many of 
their popular beliefs of government owrter.ship had received a strong 
rebuff in the war-time control of the railroads, which had not 
turned out to be a complete success. The members of the party 
had been severely dealt with in Palmer's famous •Red11 Raids, 
although the publicity arising from these had an opposite effect 
from what Palmer had intended~ Instead of treating the Socialists 
as ostracised members of society~ the people displayed a 
tendency to regard them as vi"ctirits of'~just intolera.nce and 
martyrs to their ideals. The Socialist P - t y capitalized the 
case of Victor Berger deprived of his seat in Congress, though 
entitled to it under the Constitution~ Furthermore the case 
of the five Assemblymen in New York was shown to be contrary 
to the spirit of America; and the Socialists were glad of the 
stand Charles E. Hughes and Theodore Roosevelt, Jr. took in 
defending the five men who were the choice of their electoral 
districts~ 
At the Socialist Convention in New York, a. platform 
was adopted that would not only set forth the principles of t he 
party, but would also be acceptable to many outside the organiza-
tion. To this end, Mr~ Hillquit "tried in this draft to avoid 
all terminology of Marxian philosophy, not because I do ~ot be-
lieve in it, but because the average workingman does not under-
stand it."I The platform demanded nationalization of public 
utilities, and basio industries, proposed a minimum wage law, 
and abrogation of injunction against strikes, and prompt recogn~­
tion of Ireland, and contained a. plank for the immediate payment 
of the war debt by means of a progressive -property tax~ Furthermore, 
it stood for the restoration of constitutional rights of free 
speech, press, and assembly - all of whioh had been greatly res-
trioted during the war~ The party firmly declared against the 
deportation of aliens for mere political opinions, and demanded 
I New Republic page 389 
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the repeal of the Espionage Act. Unlike the platforms of the 
two national parties, the Socialist platform demanded the recog-
nition of Soviet Russia. 
The Nation commented on this platform, saying, "As a 
matter of faot, the Socialist program, while undoubtedly radical, 
contains nothing of the revolutionary phraseology of Russia, and 
. I ·. .. 
nothing which, but for the name Socialist attached to it would 
frighten any ordinary American." II 
For their candidate, the Socialists nominated Eugene 
v. Debs, although he was in prison at Atlanta for his opposition 
to the war.. The loyalty and devotion of any party to its leader 
could not be surpassed by that shown. in the elections of i920 by 
the deeds of the Socialists~ 
Debs accepted the nomination in a humorous light. He 
knew he could never be elected, but he felt his cause was great~ 
From his prison cell, he said 
fti will be candidate at home in seclusion. It will 
be much leas tiresome and my managers and opponents can always 
locate me~ ---- Now I am always in. My location is fixed for 
the next nine years. I am against war, I am a traitor no doubt, 
in the eyes of Attorney-General Palmer and the Department o! 
Justice, and perhaps some of the American people~ But the words 
'Thou shalt not kill' mean to .me just what they say. I would not 
kill in defence of my own life, and certainly would not hire to 
someone else~ I am against war, and I would go to the gallows 
I 
II 
Nation page 502 
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without the slightest qualms of fear, preaching my opposition to 
. I 
war." 
The Socialist campaign was hampered by lack of funds, 
and by the opposition it met in many states and cities. The 
government officials feared the principles of Socialism, and 
tried in all possible ways to prevent any aotion on the part o! 
the Socialists that might lead to the detriment of the Administra-
tion or Constitution. The Socialist strongholds were- New York, 
Wisconsin and Oklahoma~ There were enough Socialists in 4o 
states to enable the party ticket to appear on the ballot~ 
As the Nation said - "They have not in years gone intoii 
a campaign so poorly organized, or so devoid of funds; their 
strength lies in the personality of their presidential candidate, 
Eugene Debs; in the reaction from the Albany ousting; and in the 
general unrest which encourages any protest party." 
The other wing of the radical group was not as well 
organized nor so clearly formulated in its aims, as was the 
Socialist Party. Beginning in early June, the liberals through-
out the country, formed under the leadership of the East -•The 
Committee of 4S 11 - there being a member from each state in the 
Union on the committee~ J. A. Hopkins of New Jersey, Amos Pin-
ohot of New York, James McGill of Indiana, and Robert LaFollette 
of Michigan, w.ere some of the prominent men in the movement~ 
The party had its roots in the growing dissatisfacti on 
of the country with the present political parties, which did not 
even attempt to carry out the wishes of the people, but whose 
leaders exploited the country for their own benefit. 
I Nation June 5, 1920, page 765 
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The Committee of 4S denounced autocracy 1 encroachments 
upon the rights of labor, private mismanagement of railways, the 
scramble for capitalistic concessions abroad and the conditions 
making for agricultur~l decay. 
The New York Times described them as "the lunat i c 
fringe", a group which Roosevelt scorned~ They were further 
characterized as "a restless people wanting excitement; and as 
youthful reformers are overdoing pessimism."! 
Though the newspapers were hostile to their oause, 
and hardly mentioned their progress, the "Committee of 4S" kept 
on its work 1 and sent out invitations to the Labor Party, the 
Non-Partisan League, the Single Tax Party, World War Veterans, 
and the National Public Ownership League to meet in a convention 
at Chicago in early July. 
'~The call which it has issued is an uncompromising 
challenge to both of the old parties. It has become clearer with 
every sun .~~~ that they are but rival lackeys to great monopolies, 
that they are bankrupt of democratic purpose, and have made their 
peace with a treasonable reaction~·!! 
It can be seen from the great variety of groups in the 
invitation list, where the great weakness of the party was - there 
were no oommon bonds between the different elements except that of 
general dissatisfaction. The experience of the Populist Party 
in the latter part of the nineteenth century had clearly shown 
that the farmers and city laborers do not work together. More-
over, the "Committee of Jign ·was composed mainly of the least 
I N • . Y. Times July 6, 1920 
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radical thinkers - they were on the whole - "intellectuals" and 
"parlor Bolsheviki" who could not quite follow the violent o 
ideas of their Western associates. 
However, on July 7, the pre-convention committee met 
in Chicago~ Both political parties were assailed bitterly for 
their lack of principles and "machine control~" By July 121 
the "Committee of 4ga and Labor Party had moved to unite their 
forces. LaFollette was the leading candidate for Presidency, 
- -
but the conservative wing was rapfdly losing control of the 
convention~ 
movement. 
Meanwhile, the New York Times was casting doubt on the 
In its editorial column on July 12 it said- "(The 
convention) is a plan for organizing disorganization. It is a 
scheme to build a party platform out of miscellaneous grievances. 
It is foolish in the extreme to think that between now and November 
a party capable of defeating both Democrats and Republicans oould 
be organized, financed and properly equipped~"! 
As the convention wore on, the various groups began to 
withdraw, the Single Tai Party leaving July 14. The platform was 
to be revised in a manner suited to the conservatives and then 
LaFollette would be its candidate. Unfortunately for his hopes, 
the radicals gained control by a union of the former and labor 
groupe, and revised the platform on a radical basis. "And Mr. 
Buck knew, and the delegates knew, that without LaFollette they 
were let down from the prospect of a glittering campaign to the 
I N. Y. Times July 12, 1920 
prospect of an obscure grubbing one. The platform that 
Mr~ Record said that Mr. LaFollette could not accept was there-
upon adopted by a vote in which the "Ayes" were more than twice 
as numerous as the "Noes~" A political party never gave a 
I braver proof of its sincerity." 
Instead of LaFollette, the remains of the Convention 
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nominated P. P. Christenson of Utah for President. "The Presi-
--. - -LJ-
dentia.l candidate of the Farmer-Labor Pa.rty is a great joiner.• 
He was attending a convention of the Elks in Chicago, and strolled 
over to the hall where the Committee of ij.g was gathered. "Then 
his six feet, four inches and hts white suit and his air of good 
natured confident control made him at once into a notable, and 
· . II then into permanent chairman of the convention proceedings." 
The Committee of 48 was beaten by its own convention. 
The party was badly handicapped by the boycott of the 
newspapers in refusing to print news of its progress or policies. 
"The Nation8 and "New Republic" however gave the new party the ' . 
full benefit of their wide circulation and liberal views~ 
.· . 
Although Prohibition was considered a closed issue by 
both the Democrats and Republicans at their conventions, the party 
had not died down, but was quite active. For quite a time after 
the San Francisco Convention, there was a rumor that Bryan, dis-
gusted by the lack of sympathy for his views in his own party, was 
going over to the Prohibitionists, and might possibly head their 
ticket~ But on July 9, Bryan rejected the "Dry" nomination, and 
resolved to stick to the Democrats~ The Prohibitionists nominated 
I "New Re~ublio" page 247 
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Aaron B. Watkins for President 1 and D. Leigh Colvin for Vice-
President~ but did not conduct a ·noticeable campaign for election~ 
Although the nomination o! Cox had been made by the 
Anti-Wilson bosses at the convention, Cox felt he needed the 
support of President Wilson in the campaign~ So on Sunday, July 
lS, he paid a visit to the White House where he received a cordial 
reception from the President~ After this meet~ng with Wilson, 
he announced himself as thoroughly in sympathy with the Wilson 
policies, and decided to make his campaign fight a Wilson fight, 
declaring especially for the League of Nations. Living up to 
the expectations of his supporters to .give the Republicans a real 
contest, he decided to tour the Ooti;ntry, and find out the real 
sentiment in regard to the League~ 
Harding stayed at Marion, Ohio, speaking from his "Front 
Porch" quite in the style of McKinley at Canton, Ohio. He was 
very careful in his speeches to preserve party harmony, and not 
to offend Johnson, Borah, Lodge or Taft who had widely differing 
views on the League~ Many Republican delegations went to Marion 
in order to see the candidate and bring back their impressions to 
the people at home. As it was Harding's duty to injure no one, 
and please all, it was evident that his speeches displayed much 
inconsistency. As the"New York Times"aaid November 2, in an 
editorial - nMany speak of this campaign as not only tedious, but 
depressing. They have been first puzzled, then amused. then dis-
gusted by the two voices from Marion, contradictory but smug~" 
"The Nation" on September 25, published an interesting burlesque 
of Harding's non-commital speeches~ At a reception of a delega-
tion of the Dairymen's Association of Hokamazoo, one of the 
- . 
members asked," t. Mr~ Harding, do you believe two and two make 
four?• Here was an obvious attempt to heckle him - a crisis 
that demanded resourcefulness and decision 1 and Senator Harding 
proved his mettle in the reply that shot, resolute and unflinch-
ing, from his lips, .'While I sympathize in a general way with the 
principle, I would want to._oonsider carefully the circumstances. 
It depends, I think, on what two and two you have in mind.'" 
Harding lay great e.mphasis on the return to normal 
conditions, and to the proper share of the legislative depart-
ment in th-e administration of the government~ As for the 
League, he endeavored to steer a middle ground, declaring for 
an "association of nations." but opposed to the present League 
of Nations. No one was quite sure that he would "scrap" the League 
entirely 1 or enter it with reservations. 
Cox started on a tour of the country, speaking en-
thusiastically of the League and of the Wilson policies. Enormous 
crowds followed his processions and cheered him at his mass 
. - I 
meetings. He adopted his slogan "Peace, Progress and Prosperity"-
and stood on his very progressive record as governor for proof ot 
his promises. Cox did not confine his remarks to the League 
a l one, but spoke on many occasions, at .Wheeiing, Ohio, and Pitts-. 
burg, Ohio, on the great "slush fund" which the Republicans were 
spending more or less corruptly in order to win the election. In 
spite of his assertions that he had proof to back up his accusa-
tions, Cox would not appear before Chicago to present whatever 
I N. Y. Times July 22, 1920 
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evidence he had as to the existence of the "slush fund.". These 
vigorous, but unproven charges ra~her lowered the estimation of 
Cox before the public. Stewart Edward White, said in the "Out-
look" poll on October 13 - "As to candidates, I should vote for 
Mr. Harding, if I had only one indication of comparison. I refer 
to Mr. Cox's public charges of corruption, bad faith, insincerity, 
and the rest of what seems to start like the campaign of a 
demagogue." 
The campaign was dull, and no amount of political 
devices could rouse the country from its apathy and lack of in-
terest. The torch light processions of 1896 were missing - the 
old campaign buttons had fallen out of favor~ Instead the doings 
of the candidates were shown to the country, even in far off 
rural communities, by the newer device of the "movies~" The 
"Front Porch" was brought to the theatre around the corner or in 
a remodelled barn, and men had a better chance to see the person 
of the candidates than if they had gone to Marion, Ohio, or 
crowded around the rear platform of the Cox train~ 
As is usual in a campaign there were many petty charges 
and counter charges, that are of a trivial nature when brought 
before the clear eye of Truth, but in the heat of a campaign, 
can be exaggerated and falsified to tremendous proportions. Both 
Harding and Cox were attacked for their pre- war records, and 
opinions in their respective newspapers. Harding was assailed 
for his previous opposition to women suffrage, while Cox was 
mistrusted because of his connection with the liquor interests . 
Somehow or other there grew a rumor whispered here 1 and whispered 
there 1 that there was a secret scandal in the Harding family. The 
rumor was brought to light when Professor William E. Chancellor 
of Wooster University, Ohio, was dismissed by the board of trus-
tees for spreading the information that somehow there was negro 
blood in the Harding family. Both Cox and George White of the 
Democratic National Committee denied any knowledge of the rumor, 
but the episode left an unpleasant mark on the campaign. More-
over, there was another discreditable event in the campaign when 
Colonel Harvey's Weekly published a cartoon of Raphael's "Im-
maculate Conception" in such a way as to be offensive to the 
Catholics of the country and many Protestants. The case was 
made worse by the action of the Republican National Committee in 
issuing this offensive cartoon for publication in other papers 
throughout the country~ Will Hays, Chairman of the National 
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Committee, as soon as he saw the caricature, ordered its publica-
tion to be suppressed, and did all in his power to apologize for 
the injury. 
In September the "Outlook" conducted a poll of promi-
nent authors, college presidents and business men as to which 
candidate they would vote for~ and the reasons for their choice. 
The polls showed a distinct majority for Harding and Coolidge, 
for in the poll of the college Presidents, out of 168 - Harding 
r e ceived 85, Cox 63, Watkins 3, Debs 1, and 16 undecided. I The 
Outlook commented "There is one thing present in all these letters, 
II the absence of enthusiasm." 
I & II October 20 "Outlook• 
Stewart Edward White has already been quoted in his 
reasons for choosing Harding. Another view was given by Mary 
Roberts Rinehart, "Now my dec i sion is to be honest, a compound 
of discontent with present conditions and resentment at the ne-
gation of Woodrow Wilson of the representative form of government, 
a nd hope". Emerson Hough also favored Harding with misgivings, 
"I presume I shall vote for Mr. Hardi'ng, but I shall do that 
coldly, and with no great hope . He is my choice of two con-
vention - and conventional - evils. But, oh, if I could read some 
history wider than that of Ohio! Oh, if he had some vision be-
yond the platform of a convention hall!" Ida M. Tarbell declar ed 
for Cox and Roosevelt as the only means of saving the League of 
Nations and who would be likely to have an intelligent Cabinet," 
but her real preference was for Nicholas Murray Butler of Co-
lumbia University. 
In the poll of college presidents, President L. H. 
Murlin of Boston University wrote, "I should vote the Republican 
ticket, because while not wholly satisfactory either in candidate 
or platform, I am quite sure the Republican party offers the 
larger hope for a sane, safe, cons ervatively progressive pro-
gramme for one country at home and abroad."I 
President Poteat of Wake Forest College, North Caroli-
~a, "Neither of the candidates is an idea l man for the Presidency. 
They both show too meagre an intellectUal background and too 
I Outlook Oct. 20, page 319 
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. I 
narrow a horizon.• However 1 he determined to vote for Cox. 
Gompers, the President of the American Federation ot 
Labor stood for Cox. "I will vote, and I urge my fellow citizens 
everywhere to vote, against the candidate whose record and whose 
professions are a pledge of reaotion~"II 
Yet T. v. O'Connor, President of the Longshoremen's 
Association, and considered a radical leader of labor, declared 
he would vote for Harding because 1 "Senator Harding has stated 
that if he is elected labor will get a square deal, which is all 
labor is asking for or can expect, and I feel confident that if 
he is elected President, he will make good his promises.•III 
Thus the campaign closed in the early days of November, 
and each side rested confident of victory. Harding declared ~ 
- IV 
• I have made the best fight I know~- · and he had grown in the 
esteem of the people by his dignity and self-command. Cox 
v 
said he was confident of •success of cause, not of Party" and 
Wilson felt the voters would return a verdict in favor of the 
League. Cox had travelled over 22,000 miles speaking to 
2,000,000 persons, and felt he had some grounds for saying, 
nThe sentiment of America (is) overwhelmingly in favor of a 
VI League of Nations and our entrance in it.• 
The •outlook" commented previous to the election 
though published on November 3. "The election will be decided 
by the thoughts, not by the emotions of the people.• The 
I Outlook, Oct~ 20, page 320 
II Outlook, Oct~ 27, page 373 
III Ibid, Footnote 
IV N. Y. Times, Nov. 2. 
v Ibid 
VI N.Y.Times 1 Nov • .;2. 
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•New York Times•, November~, in an editorial expressed somewhat 
. . . 
the same idea that the campaign was •low in interest, high in 
importance. It beoame essentially a non-partisan issue com-
manding, because based on moral grounds, independent of party~• 
Meanwhile the betting ranged from 2 to 1 up to 6 t o 1 
in favor of Harding in the streets of New York.I 
While the country was known to be tired of the Demo-
cratic party, and favoring the election of a Republican ticket, 
no one quite expected the great victory which the Republicans 
. . 
won. The oountry was overwhelmingly in favor of Harding by 
pluralities which broke all previous records~ 
II Harqing plurality of popular votes was 6,998,9~ 
"III 
over Cox~ receiving 4o4 electoral seats against 127 for Cox. 
I N. Y. Times Nov. l 
II Paxson, page 5SS . 
III N. Y. TimesJ Nov. 7. 
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TABLE OF STATES 
Harding ~ 
1 . Al abama. 12 
2 . Arizona. 3 
~: Arkansas 9 California 1~ 
5· Colorado b. Connecticut 7 
7. Delaware 3 
s. Florida 6 
9. Georgia. 11+ 
10. Idaho l+ 
11. Illinois 29 
12 . Indiana 15 
1~. Iowa 13 1 • Iansas 10 
15. Kentucky 13 
l b. Louisiana 10 
17. Maine 6 
18. Maryland 8 
19. Massachusetts lS 
20 ~ Michigan 15 
21 . Minnesota 12 
22 . llississippi 10 
2~ . Missouri 18 2 • Montana l+ 
25. Nebraska g 
2b. Nevada ~ 27. New Hampshire 
28. New Jersey ll+ 
29 .. Ne" Mexico 4~ 30 ~ New York 
31. North Carolina 12 
32. North Dakota 2~ 3~- Ohio 3 • Oklahoma. 10 
35. Oregon 5 
36. Pennsylvania 38 
37~ Rhode Island 5 
38. South Carolina 9 
~9· South Dakota. 5 o. Tennessee 12 
1+1. Texas 20 
1+2 . Utah l+ 
1+~. Vermont lt 4 . Virginia .. 12 
~: Washington 7 West Virginia. g 
lJ-7. Wisconsin 13 48. Wyoming 3 
Total 4o4 127 
Uew York Times Nov. 7 
There were some interesting side-lights in the 
election. Ohio, which Cox had carried so often, ~ve Harding 
a plurality of 395sOOO. Even the •solid South" was broken by 
the Republicans for Tennessee gave Harding a plurality of 9~977 
over Cox. The reason for this was caused by the fact that 
•organized labor throughout Tennessee, forgetful of traditions 
and even of the color line which, for half a century had kept 
Tennessee in Democratic "Solid South" threw its strength of 
about 52,000 votes to the Republicans, partly last Tuesday as & . 
protest against Governor Albert H. Roberts, erstwhile coal- miner, 
and later lawyer and judge, who offended his labor constituents 
I by furthering a State Police bill to suppress strikes•. The 
faot remains, however, that everywhere outside of the South, 
and especially in the West, Cox was thoroughly beaten. 
In contrast to the apathy with which the nominations 
had been received, . there were gay orowds in the hotels, and 
election merry-making. Many society women were noticed in 
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the throngs~ due to the greater interest they had taken in 
politics since the amendment for women suffrage had been ratified. 
The comments of the New York papers were varied. 
The Tribune- "Country was weary o! Wilson in all its · manifesta-
tions. Senator Harding 1 s duty is double - is abroad and at home~ 
Will he prove himself a genuine and practical lover of peace and 
a true progressive in all that relates to enhancing the individual 
lives of our people." 
The Herald, in an editorial signed by F.- A. Munsey, •This election 
in its big bearings is a nationwide protest against a continuance 
I N. Y. Times, Nashville Correspondent, Nov~ 7, 1920 
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of Democratic rule~" 
The World - "The American people wanted a change, and they voted 
for a. change. They did not know what kind of a. change they 
wanted and they do not know what kind of a change they have voted 
!or. All of the restlessness and discontent bred of the war 
has finally been expressed in the ballot box 1 and the result is 
Warren G. Harding.~ 
The Times ~ "The popular desire for a change and the highly ef~ 
fective organization of the campaign would have given the Re-
publicans something greater than old time majorities. But new 
and strange and enormous reinforcements came to them without 
virtue or effort on their pa.rt 1 and these account for the stag-
ger_ing pluralities of the Harding figures....... The Irish 
vote, the German vote, taking no thought about the League of 
Nations, about any American interests or concerns, prompted 
solely by solicitude for interests not American, went solidly 
over to the Republican candidates." 
A very interesting series o! comments was presented 
by the "Outlook" in its issues o! November 17, 1920. The 
editors in the different sections of the country that had gone 
solidly Republican gave their reasons for the strong Republican 
support~ 
Chester w. Rusaell 1 speaking for California ~ "Except 
among the narrow class of 'high brow' intellectuals, the election 
was not a solemn referendum on the League of Nations. ·The people 
in general were bored with the issue. What they wanted was a 
change in Administration and lower taxes." 
H. J. Haskell, speaking for the South West - "Briefly 
the South west was profoundly dissatisfied with the Wilson ad-
ministration and the Wilson League of Nations~ It did not like 
. . 
Governor Cox as revealed in the campaign, while Senator Harding 
grew in its esteem .. Finally it had confidence in the adminia-
trative capacity of the Republican Party.• 
F. Perry Olds for the North Central West - "Even the 
astounding thoroughness of the Republican victory cannot be as~ 
cribed to any positive virtue in the Republican candidate. Mr~ 
Harding's majority was due solely to an aggrieved electorate 
bent on punishment~~ 
w. H. Cowles for the Pacific North West felt there was 
a "vote of mistrust in Cox - particularly in his l~quor record." 
Arthur Stace for the Middle West - "The League of 
Nations appeared to be a minor consideration with the mass of 
voters. They were ready to overlook the pleas in its behalf 
in order to get the --- government changed, with its hoped for 
betterment of general conditions affecting them more directly.• 
F. M. Davenport of New York, representing the East ~ 
"The people of the country have rendered an overwhelming verdict 
against the Wilson administration~" 
Thus, it appears in spite of President Wilson's plea 
for a ·•solemn referendum• on the League of Nations, the country 
diaegarded his appeal, and voted for a change~ The voters 
were not deceived into thinking the Republican candidate a great 
figure. It was readily admitted that he was by no means the 
choice of the Republicans of the country, but they felt he would 
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prove a good instrument in changing the atmosphere at Washington. 
It was a great victory for the Republican leaders - the Repub-
l ican Party was once more in the hands of men who had held the 
power until Roosevelt had snatched it from their hands. 
There are a few other points of interest in the election 
returns. One is the increased strength of Debs , the Socialist 
Party. "Debs polled three times 1916 vote for President, and 
twice the Socialist high-water mark of 1912, but the total 
l , SOO,OOO is muoh less than the Socialists and non- Socialist 
. I protestant& had hoped for.• Furthermore, Victor Berger lost 
his seat from Milwaukee which he had retained in the special 
. . 
elections of 1919 when Congress refused him admission~ The i n-
crease in the Socialist vote was due to the reaction against war 
time restrictions of radical opinion and freedom of speech. He 
did not make such gains as had been predicted due to the Farmer-
Labor Party~ 
The Farmer- Labor Party made no remarkable showing a t 
· the polls - for it did not have the funds, organization nor 
publicity~ The newspapers maintained a general boycott of i ts 
progress. The New York daily papers did not mention the re-
markable showing of Jeremiah QiLeary in the Eighteenth Con-
. II gressional District. 
In Indiana, the Farmer-Labor Party ran ahead of the 
Socialist Party~ The "Nationa admitted that the new party was 
I Nation, Nov~ 17, 1922 
II Ibid 
''from replacing the Socialist party as a Third National Pa.rty~ 
. . 
Unless the new party can win solid Trade-Union support, which 
is unlikely until Mr. Gompers is deposed, it cannot become an 
important factor in American politics."I 
F. M. Davenport said in the "Outlook" November 17, 
"The Farmer- Labor group did not poll a large vote, but it is the 
most significant group in the electorate. In the great Eastern 
states where farming is on the decline, it behooves the Republ ican 
Party ••• ~ to. study both the farm and the factory and provide 
relief in time; the farm out of gratitude for what the country-
side has contributed to Republican success, the factory out of 
. .• 
regard for the safety of the party in a day when the electorate 
may be in a far less exuberant mood of decision; and both for 
the sake of democratic unity and economic welfare of the Repub l ic. " 
There is one other fact - and that is the influence 
of women suffrage in the election. By the ratification of the 
Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution, it was estimated there 
· II · -
were 25,000,000 women who voted in the election. One cannot 
say that the Republicans won the election because the women swung 
their votes to that party~ With or without the women's votes, 
the election would have been Republican. The "Nation" comments -
"Election proves that the general political temper of the country 
will be probably less radically affected by the women's vote than 
. III 
many people hoped or feared.• 
I Nation, Nov~ 17, 1922 
II N. Y. Times, Nov~ 2, 1922 
III Nation, Nov. 17, 1920 
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The Republicans had won a great victory for the 
people desired a change. It was now the duty of the Republican 
Party and President-elect Harding to heed the wishes of the 
country, and give the much needed relief from war-time burdens 
and restrictions, to settle the position of the United States 
among the other nations of the world, and to lead the country 
on a sound foundation to the fulfillment of the true American 
ideals. And this, as Harding said, could not be done by the 
party alone, but needed the cooperation of all Americans. 
